Eco Drift Fleet Car Valeting Services

The Eco Drift Fleet Car Valeting Services has been specially developed for operation on
dedicated car parks of companies, Councils and Organizations throughout Hampshire. This
approach gives the advantage of having the business and private vehicles cleaned and
polished in the most environment friendly way, without the need of going to the car wash, as our
team comes to the dedicated car park.

Thanks to the unique cleaning formula we use and the special approach we have, we could
provide our service in any place and any time. Our method for valeting cars, do not produce
waste and do not requires a lot of space.

We are flexible to whatever your needs may be. Our services are tailor made to suit the
requirements of each and every organisation.

Eco Drift Free Demo: We could keep talking forever how great and unique our waterless
car wash service is. But in Eco Drift, we believe that action speaks louder than words!
That is why we would like to offer your company a free non obligation waterless car
wash demonstration, where you could experience our services in real!

BENEFITS OF USING THE ECO DRIFT FLEET SERVICE:
- Reducing the Organisations’ consumption of natural resources
- Setting up and example of sustainable businesses in Hampshire.
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-

Have business cars waterless washed, at your car park
Clean and shiny look of the cars, for a long period of time.
Preservation of the paint of the cars from rain, sun, salt and etc.
No hassle, no time wasted queuing on conventional car washes.
Value for Money. A wide range of services and prices.
High standards. Our staff is helpful, honest, reliable, uniformed, fully trained and insured.

- Saving natural resources for the generation to come

We will be pleased to provide a personal proposal for valeting service, based on your particular
requirements. Just send us, your request on: office@ecodrift.co.uk or call us on: + 44 2392
287 112.
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